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My name is Chris Horgan. I am the Executive Director of Stewards of the Sequoia, the largest on 
the ground volunteer organization in the Sequoia National Forest. We have over 2400 members 
who enjoy all forms of recreation.  The Stewards of the Sequoia formed in 2004 and is based out 
of Lake Isabella, California with a population of about 16,000.  

Our award winning Trail Appreciation program has performed maintenance on over 1900 miles of 
trails since 2004. We have formally adopted nine trails and have a stewardship agreement with the 
Forest Service. Steward’s volunteers have also planted hundreds of trees in order to help speed 
reforestation after the devastating McNally 150,000 acre wildfire.  

Stewards of the Sequoia mission is to Promote Responsible Recreation and Environmental 
Stewardship, but those are not just words, we roll up our sleeves and put our time and sweat into 
stewardship of the public lands we all hold so dear. 

 

OVERVIEW 

All Wilderness Study Areas (WSA) and Roadless areas in Sequoia National Forest and adjacent 
BLM lands have been evaluated by the BLM and Forest Service and almost all were found to be 
unsuitable for Wilderness Designation back in 1988.  

Yet twenty two years later many of these lands continue to be subject to inappropriate 
management regulations as if they were Wilderness, because they have yet to be released. 

Active Fire Management is needed, but prohibited in these areas. Recreation and other land uses 
desired by the community and the public are needlessly restricted or prohibited, such as Mountain 
Bike, Off Road recreation and other uses. 

Our public lands were set aside in order to meet the need for future generations. Our rural 
communities depend not only on access to their public lands for all forms of recreation or multiple 
use, but also the income from tourists who come for the same reason. 

The long overdue Release of Wilderness Study Areas (WSA) and Roadless Areas is hampering 
land management and harming the environment in our Sequoia National Forest and surrounding 
BLM Lands, and likely in other areas of public lands. A significant amount of resources and funding 
are wasted each year in patrolling and monitoring these lands for Wilderness standards, even 
though they are not suitable for Wilderness. 
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BACKGROUND 

1. All Roadless Areas are required to be evaluated and considered for recommendation as 
potential Wilderness per Section 219.17 of the 1982 CFR by the USDA Forest Service.  
Likewise the BLM must evaluate and recommend all Wilderness Study Areas that are 
suitable for Wilderness Designation under Section 603 of FLPMA no later than fifteen years 
after the 1976 approval of the FLPMA.  
 

2. Under FLPMA section 603 (b) the President has two years after each Wilderness area 
report is provided to the Secretary of the Interior to determine if an area is suitable for 
Wilderness. 

 
3. Both agencies must consider a number of criteria such as Wilderness Value, Feasibility of 

Wilderness management and anticipated long term changes in plant and wildlife 
communities should the area be designated as Wilderness. 

 
DETERMINATIONS 

Both the Forest Service and BLM have done the required comprehensive evaluations. 
 
As an example in the Lake Isabella area in California: 
 

1. None of the Roadless Areas on the Sequoia National Forest Service lands were found to be 
suitable for Wilderness Designation as shown in the attached 2000 Inventoried Roadless 
Area Map from the Sequoia Forest Service (Exhibit  1, 2 & 3) 
 

2. Out of nine Wilderness Study Areas (WSA) near the community of Lake Isabella, only part 
of one is suitable for continued Wilderness Study. The rest were found not suitable for 
Wilderness Designation. (Exhibit 4) 
 

3. The BLM determined the entire 5,213 acres of WSA lands were unsuitable for Wilderness 
(Exhibit 5) from the 1988 BLM Piute Cypress (CA-010-046) WSA report. These lands need 
to be released from further consideration as Wilderness and be returned to Multiple Use 
lands. 
 

4. The BLM found the following 4123 acres of WSA lands to be unsuitable for Wilderness 
Designation. They need to be released from further consideration as Wilderness and be 
designated as Multiple Use lands: 
• Owens Peak WSA (CA-010-026)  310 acres 
• Piute Cypress WSA (CA-010-046)  3,453 acres 
• Rockhouse WSA (CA-010-029)  130 acres 
• Sacatur Meadows WSA (CA-010-027)  140 acres 

An example of the need to release these lands is the Piute Cypress tree, which requires fire to 
reproduce, but in a WSA active management is not allowed, so the fires will run rampant in the 
overgrown brush and likely harm the valued Piute Cypress. 
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The Secretary of the Interior Record of Decision determined 4.8 million acres in 147 BLM 
Wilderness Study Areas in the State of California should be released from further consideration as 
Wilderness and designated as Multiple Use lands (Exhibit 6). 

The BLM, Forest Service and Park Service currently manage over 109 million acres of lands 
designated by Congress, so we have a very considerable amount of land already under 
Wilderness Designation. HR1581 does not seek to remove any of those lands from Wilderness 
Designation.  

HR1581 would release non Wilderness lands that have been determined to be unsuitable for 
Wilderness from further consideration for Wilderness. 

 

LACK OF SUITABILITY AS WILDERNESS 

The agencies have identified many reasons that these areas are unsuitable for Wilderness 
including but not limited to: 

1. Lack of wilderness qualities 
2. Military over flights 
3. Existing Mining claims within the areas 
4. Adjacent to existing communities 
5. Difficulty in signing and patrolling 
6. Difficulty in fencing 
7. Existing historical motorized use 

 

The government made a promise to release lands found unsuitable for Wilderness consideration, 
however the release of these lands also makes sense when considers how it would benefit: 

• The Environment 
• The Economy 
• And The Public 

HR1581 Wilderness and  Roadless Release Act of 2011 fully embodies both recreation and 
stewardship, so this bill is something every reasonable person can heartily support by releasing 
lands which decades ago were determined by the Forest Service and the BLM to be unsuitable for 
Wilderness designation.  

1. These lands have a rich history of ranching, mining, timber harvesting and recreation. Even 
without the reports we can easily see they are unsuitable for Wilderness, but look for 
yourself. These pictures were all taken on the unsuitable lands proposed for release in the 
Sequoia National Forest. These lands contain cabins, roads, mines, cell towers, lookout 
towers, developed campgrounds, motorized trails and even hazmat sites. There is no doubt 
these lands do not meet the Wilderness Act criteria of untouched by the hand of man.   
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2. These unsuitable lands have languished in many cases for over 20 years awaiting release 
back to their intended uses. During that time uses on many of these lands have been 
restricted as if they actually had been designated Wilderness, but without Congressional 
approval or authority. 

3. Many of the trails on these unsuitable lands were built with and are maintained by motorized 
recreation fee dollars from the Recreation Trails Program, California Off Highway Motor 
Vehicle Green Sticker Program or appropriated motorized funds. 

This bill is about sharing the land and embracing the environment.  

Under the Wilderness and Roadless Release Act:  

1. Families would continue or again enjoy all forms of recreation on these lands including 
camping, mountain biking, hunting, dirt bike riding, 4x4, hiking and fishing.  

2. These unsuitable lands could once again benefit from active management as needed to 
promote forest health and prevent wildfires.  

3. These unsuitable lands could once again provide renewable resources and minerals to 
reduce our dependency on foreign sources. 

4. These unsuitable lands could once again generate revenue instead of being a cost 
burden as they are now. 

Releasing these unsuitable lands from further consideration for Wilderness designation would not 
release them from management. These lands and all activities on them would still have to meet the 
strictest regulations in the world for multiple use lands such as: 

1. Riparian regulations 
2. Habitat regulations 
3. Density regulations 
4. Erosion regulations 
5. Botanical regulations 
6. Seasonal regulations 
7. Water Quality regulations 
8. Air Quality regulations 
9. Threatened Species regulations 
10. Endangered Species Act 
11. National Environmental Policy Act 
12. National Historic Preservation Act and more 

Wilderness is not the only form of land management. Multiple Use lands allow recreation and 
renewable resource harvesting only if they at a minimum meet all these regulations. So you 
see there are more than adequate protections to ensure these unsuitable lands remain in excellent 
condition for future generations. 
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With the passage of HR1581, the US Forest Service and BLM will no longer have their hands tied 
and will be able to actively manage our public lands to promote forest health and reduce 
catastrophic wildfires.  

More and more agencies have recognized the need to actively manage our forests to reduce 
catastrophic wildfires which destroy irreplaceable forest lands. For example the Sierra Nevada 
Conservancy in cooperation with the Forest Service and Tahoe Conservancy developed a Climate 
Change Action Plan in 2009 to determine how best to address Climate Change which states: 

WILDFIRE: Reducing the risk of catastrophic fire is critical in terms of maintaining carbon storage and 
reducing greenhouse gas emissions from fires, not to mention protecting the natural resources and human 
health, lives and property put at risk during catastrophic fire episodes. Many forests are choked with 
overstocked biomass “fuels” – which contribute to conditions that support large, fast‐moving and 
high‐intensity wildfires. The urgency of this issue is no better demonstrated than through the devastation of 
the 2009 Station Fire. 
 
According to Matthew Goldstein of Reuters News Service, 3 ”[t]he so-called Station Fire is the largest in the 
history of Los Angeles County and one of the 10 biggest ever in California. It has burned 157,220 acres 
(63,600 hectares) -- an area larger than the city of Chicago.” Not only can this type of fire destroy life, habitat 
and property, create air quality health hazards and destroy carbon storage potential, it can also weaken 
mature tree growth, and makes trees susceptible to pests like the bark beetle. Fire risk reduction and 
maintaining healthy resilient forests can include the controlled and sustainable removal of dangerous and 
damaging levels of biomass4. Managed properly this biomass has secondary benefits as well, creating a 
tremendous opportunity for renewable energy production, providing funding for sustainable forest 
management and creating jobs in the Sierra’s rural communities. 
 
The threat of loss of the resources of the Sierra, many of which cannot be replaced, has devastating 
implications throughout California and beyond. The potential for climate change impacts to dramatically alter 
provision of these services and continued existence of the habitat and species of this area is high, and, as 
emerging research is demonstrating, is increasing each year. 
 
Fire/Forest: Because climate change and its predicted temperature increases throughout this century are 
expected to increase the intensity and duration of uncontrolled, catastrophic wildfires in the region, the SN 
CAP’s first focus is on reduction of dangerous levels of fire fuels through application of sustainable land 
management practices. In a related effort, this plan also supports development and promotion of consensus 
community decision-making models to promote collaborative planning and reduce traditional regional 
conflict and resistance to changes in forestry land management practices. (THE CLIMATE ACTION PLAN OF THE SIERRA 
NEVADA: A Regional Approach to Address Climate Change Version 1.4 9/8/2009  www.sierranevada.ca.gov ) 

 
It should be kept in mind that Wilderness lands or Wilderness Study Areas prohibit active 
management. HR1581 would allow agencies to actively manage lands in order to address Climate 
Change to preserve irreplaceable forests and ecosystems.  

Should these unsuitable lands ever be designated as Wilderness there would be very few if any 
places left for people to enjoy most forms of recreation. There is little doubt the communities 
around Lake Isabella would dry up, as there would no longer be enough population or business to 
support it. A good example of this was when the state of California recently restricted fishing on 
some segments of the local Kern River for a period of about one year. As a result of this restriction 
on fishing, the local Chamber of Commerce stated that many businesses closed or came near to 

http://www.sierranevada.ca.gov/�
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closing and others complained of a drastic reduction in sales, which if continued would have forced 
them to close also. 

Many people retire to rural areas such as Lake Isabella in order to be able to be near where they 
can easily enjoy all forms of recreation. Many depend on Off Road Vehicles to get to where they 
hunt or fish, because they are no longer able to walk in. Many people have vacation homes or live 
in the area in order to be able to enjoy Off Road Recreation, Mountain Biking and other types of 
recreation which are not allowed in Wilderness. One of the main reasons many people live in the 
area is to enjoy multiple use recreation.  

The attached short 5 minute video “National Forests Our Trails Are In Trouble” illustrates the need 
to release these unsuitable lands to disperse use and reduce impacts and why we need to keep 
our roads and trails open to everyone. You can also view it on the web at www.TrailsInTrouble.org 

The 2008 National Survey on Recreation and the Environment (NSRE –Ken Cordell et al)  states 
that : 

“An estimated 94.5 percent of the population reported that during the 12 months just prior to 
their interview for the NSRE in 1994-95, they participated in one or more of the activities 
included in the survey activity list.” 

This works out to over 189 million people each year enjoying outdoor recreation. Many if not most 
of the activities these people enjoy are prohibited in Wilderness areas. While hiking and bird 
watching are allowed in Wilderness many people prefer to enjoy them on multiple use lands due to 
easier access. Many people lack the time or ability to hike the long distances required to fully 
access Wilderness lands. Multiple Use lands are where the majority of the public recreate. 
 
The public, including environmental groups and recreation groups, have worked with the Forest 
Service over the past five years to draft plans for most of the lands contained in this bill. All that 
work would be undermined and the public process ignored if these unsuitable lands are ever 
designated as Wilderness. 

There are probably Wilderness Advocates who will demand that these lands, which are clearly 
unsuitable for Wilderness, continue to be studied, reviewed and held in limbo until they can 
somehow find someone that is willing to ignore the facts and find them suitable.  

These public lands have languished in limbo for too long. This bill is good for the environment, 
good for the economy and good for the public. 
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Exhibit 1- 

 

Exhibit 2-  Forest Service Roadless Area determined not suitable for Wilderness
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Exhibit 3- Sequoia Forest Roadless Areas Not Recommended for Wilderness
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Exhibit 4- 

BLM WILDERNESS STUDY AREAS determined by BLM to be “Non-Suitable for Wilderness for BLM 
Bakersfield District 
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Exhibit 5-
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Exhibit 6- (7 pages) Total Acre recommendation on last page
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Exhibit 6- continued
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Exhibit 6- continued
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Exhibit 6- continued
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Exhibit 6- continued
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Exhibit 6- continued
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Exhibit 6- continued

 


